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Taking a new step every year
towards a better future!

I believe that all of you are safe and
sound and have battled bravely in these
unprecedented times. 

The pandemic jolted the entire world and
our programs also took a back seat. As
the world started to get into normalcy we
had to revise our working strategies to
cover up the loss.

FOUNDER'S NOTE

Since its inception, Srijan Ek Soch has been working towards the betterment and
progress of society. 

I must acknowledge that even though the time was tough, our funding was
insufficient and the staff was less our entire team put in their best efforts and
worked relentlessly to execute all the programs efficiently. I am glad to share that
collectively we were able to impact 6000 plus students across Maharashtra,
Uttarakhand, Jharkhand, Assam, and Uttar Pradesh.

Taking the pandemic situation into consideration we reached out to those unable
to reach us. Shiksha ki Gaadi under the Saksham Bharat program reached out to
the children in the remote villages to teach them at the doorstep, ArogyaVan
under the Swasth Bharat program provided doorstep basic medical facilities and
vaccination in the communities, online digital 
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literacy classes under Nipun Bharat program ensured that the youth
was provided continuous training.

This year we aligned our program as per Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG)4,5 to achieve the desired outcomes.

It is endearing to see more girls getting enrolled in different
programs.

I am grateful to our sponsors, volunteers, partnering organizations,
supporters, and well-wishers for making our programs run
smoothly. Also, our team leaves no stone unturned to make a mark.
We also have some wonderful success stories; you will read them in
detail in the report.

I am incredibly hopeful that we will continue to work for the
betterment of society and let Srijan Ek Soch become the paradigm
of an educated and stable society. With your continued support, we
will. 

Thank you.
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EDITOR'S DESK

Dear Patron,

Last year has been a rewarding one for us, with help of patrons like you. we
could reach more and more people in need across India and through different
new initiatives from Cash Reliefs to Shiksha ki Gaadi.
We are on track to achieve our long term targets with more addition to our
team and enhanced support from Individuals and Corporates .As always,
thanks to our great team on ground for the endless efforts, without you there is
no Srijan!

We look forward to your extended patronage,
Punit

Editor, Srijan Newsletter
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ABOUT SRIJAN
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Our Vision Our Mission

To establish a sustainable
governance model for education,
healthcare, and skill development
in the towns and villages that lack
basic infrastructure and
resources.

Srijan is a thought - a pledge - to
transform India and its people by
enabling those who are
marginalized and deprived of basic
education. Our objective is to help
underprivileged children gain the
necessary financial and social
security to make a decent, dignified
living.

We are a non-profit organization engaged in the educational, social,
financial, and intellectual empowerment of the underprivileged living
in rural India

Who We Are 
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OUR PRESENCE

UTTARAKHAND

We are collaborating
with IIT Roorkee (Unnat
Bharat Abhiyan) to
ensure success of
MHRD’s Digi School
mission. 

UTTARPRADESH
Our focus region wherein a range of
projects with varying impact and reach
are currently being carried out. We are
actively developing the educational
infrastructure in more than 20 villages with
over 6000 beneficiaries.

JHARKHAND
Conducted Career
Guidance workshop in
Ranchi wherein 'x'
number of students
benefited.

ASSAM
Established an Education and Socio-
Economic Development Center (ESDC) in
Barpeta to (1) mitigate the engagement
gap for school children caused by school
closure due to the Covid-19 pandemic
and (2) provide accessibility to doctors
via medical teleconsultation and basic
healthcare facilities

Conducted Skill
Workshop in Jalgaon
where 'x' number of
students benefited.

MAHARASHTRA



SAKSHAM
BHARAT
EDUCATION



OUR INITIATIVES

I-SAKSHAM
An initiative to help all
students learn from the
comfort of their homes
through a “free-for-all”
education portal. 

SHIKSHA KI GAADI
“Education on wheels” A mobile
van concept to assist children who
are unable to visit schools.

DIGITAL CLASSES

We strive to provide high-
quality educational
content to rural kids by
setting up digital classes.

GTSE

Gramin Talent Search Exam - Our
unique way of identifying talent
and guiding them to build a bright
future. 

A mechanism to impart
formal school education
in an informal way.

MOHALLA EDUCATION DELP

We select and support 25
outstanding students (yearly)
from Grade 8 to 12 with monthly
scholarships.



Enrolled 3200+ Students in UP, Uttarakhand, and Assam in FY 2020-21
Presence grew from 9 villages to 20 villages 
10 Mohalla education centers were added in FY 2020-21 to enhance
community participation in education. These centers are currently being
run by local youth

Join Hands With Srijan and make Education possible for every child 

SAKSHAM
BHARAT
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Drop out rate reduced
by 50%

Average student attendance
increased by 30%

20% of our students got admissions
into reputed Indian colleges in 2021

6000+ students impacted in
2021 
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EDUCATION IS FOR ALL



SWASTHA
BHARAT
HEALTHCARE



Food Distribution

We distributed food
packets affecting over
60,00 families and
50,000 truck drivers.

We distributed 30,000
PPE kits to public and
frontline soldiers in
war against Covid-19.

35+ villages were
sanitized professionally
affecting 15,000+
families over 50 sq. km.

We provided cash relief
support (INR 30K) to
150+ families who lost
their sole breadwinners

OUR COVID-19 RELIEF
EFFORTS IN 2020-21

Sanitization

PPE Distribution Monetory Support



CASH RELIEF
CAMPAIGN

SUPPORTED BY
GIVEINDIA



Srijan distributed Safety Kits to 50 + Government Schools in Bihar (District :
Patna ) and Uttar Pradesh (Districts : Hamirpur and  Mahoba) in collaboration
with Goonj NGO.



We inaugurated a new initiative to take the qualified medical practitioners
directly to those who need them, as Mohall Clinic

Starting at Amoond Village, Hamirpur we strive to address the regular
health issues via Tele Medi Consultation facilitated in-person at the clinic.

Consultation and general medicines are free of charge.

The clinic is open Monday to Saturday, from 10 AM to 5 PM.

MOHALLA CLINIC



Srijan Ek Soch thanks Mrs. Anupama Katkar, Chief Operational excellence,
QuickHeal Foundation for inaugurating Bundelkhand’s first medical van

 “Aarogya Yan” with the support from QuickHeal Foundation in October 2021

Through this initiative, we will be able to provide medical facilities to over 20
villages in the Hamirpur and Mahoba districts of UP.

The Van is equipped with most of the modern medical equipment to
facilitate initial healthcare in these villages through our doctors and team
of volunteers.

.

AAROGYA YAN



AROGYA YANAROGYA YAN

2021-2022



250+ Oxygen concentrators were deployed across the 15 states of the
country covering more than 40 districts with the help of GiveIndia,
IIT(ISM) Dhanbad, Terex and other partners.

100+ oxygen concentrates were deployed in Bundelkhand .

Distributed over 10000+ N95 masks to 50 government schools
students.

We started oxygen wings in PHCs of Hamirpur and Mahoba districts
which are now equipped with Oxygen concentrators, Bipaps and other
important medical equipments.

#BEATCOVIDWITHSRIJAN



NIPUN
BHARAT
SKILL
DEVELOPMENT



Regular skill  development workshops are
conducted to enable village youth in their
employment journey 

WORKSHOPS

Career guidance sessions are conducted
for high-school students as well as youth
to improve awareness 

CAREER GUIDANCE

Partnership with other non-profits such as
Edugreen to provide employment
opportunities after vocationaltraining 

EMPLOYMENT PARTNERSHIPS

SKILL
DEVELOPMENT



Cyber Shiksha for Cyber Suraksha is Quick Heal Foundation’s unique
initiative that directly engages the target audience, turning them into
messengers for safe cyber practices to promote cyber security
awareness and ensure a generation of more aware netizens. 

With QHF, Srijan reached out to over 10000 students from 9 schools and 1
college Hamirpur, UP. 

We will also reach out to parents and students at various schools through
a series of webinars. We also plan to involve police officers from a local
cyber cell in the future to make the program more impactful.



FINANCIAL REPORT



SAMACHAR



Thank you to everyone who has followed, liked, commented, and shared our
posts to help us promote awareness and make a difference in our community
by helping us spread our programs, events, and activities. We will Continue to
Grow Stronger with Your Support Srijan and Make a Change. Thank you so
much for your support.

Happy and Grateful to receive an appreciation letter from
Dr.Hoito Sema & Thavaseelan K (IAS).

APPRECIATION LETTER



India Impact Summit Right Choice Award

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION



Prabhat Saxena
Founder and CEO

Vinay Gupta
Head, Srijan Ka Sankalp

Punit Dubey
Director, Integration &

Compliance

Prasad Sarabu
Director , IT

Nikhil Srivastav
Director, Finance

Puja Jha
Director, Public Relations

Ravindra Gupta
Director, Operations

Vikas Tiwari
Director, Skill

OUR TEAM
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Pramod Patil
CEO, Dicelytics and

Rock Oil

Ujwal Thakar
Protagonist at Ujwal

Impact Advisers

Bhabesh Deka
Oil and Gas Specialist,

ISM Dhanbad

Disha Shrivastava
Social Impact

Specialist

Prem Yadav
Co-Founder and CEO-

Pratham InfoTech
Foundation-PIF

Anurag Bharti
Advisor, Education
(Saksham Bharat)

Siraj Saxena
Visual Artist New Delhi

India

Tejas Dhabalia
Technology-Marketing

professional

Shubham
Shankhdhar

Advisor, Health &
Skill

OUR ADVISOR
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If you are passionate about helping
people, Contact us:

M: +919026116086,
M: +97433967688
E: srijankasankalp@gmail.com

https://srijaneksoch.org/
https://fb.com/SrijanOfficial  

Villa 21 , Eldeco City , IIM Road, Bhitholi
Khurd , Lucknow
Uttar Pradesh , 226020

Donate Here

 SRIJAN EK SOCH

Account type: Current

Account No: 16790200003604

IFSC Code: FDRL0001679
Branch: Federal bank Gomtinagar
Lucknow.

https://srijaneksoch.org/donate-now/ 

We greatly appreciate help from our patrons. Your support is helping us in taking
our Saksham, Swasth, and Nipun Bharat missions. Your support is invaluable to us,
and we thank you again! 
Your donation will help build values in society, it will be judiciously used and fund
honorable projects. Your donation spend shall be fully transparent and regular
updates will be provided to you.

GET IN TOUCH

https://srijaneksoch.org/
https://fb.com/SrijanOfficial
https://fb.com/SrijanOfficial


https://www.youtube.com/c/SRIJANEKSOCH
 

fb.com/SrijanOfficial

Instagram.com/SrijanKaSankalp

linkedin.com/company/srijan-ka-sankalp

twitter.com/SrijanKaSankalp

THANK YOU
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